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Abstract 

Thzs paper zs concprned wzth e s t ima t ion  of t he  lzght 
source dis tnbutzoi i  and ats u s e  iii surface shape esta- 
m a t i o n  by t h e  m e t h o d s  of  stereo and  shadaiig T h e r e  
are m a n y  advan tages  t o  tntegratzng s tereo a n d  shadzng 
m f o r m a f z o n .  However ,  shape f r o m  shadzng algorzihms 
are lzmzted in thezr  applacabilzty by the assumplaon of 
overly  stmplastac mode l s  of t he  laght source dastirbu- 
taoia A m o r e  comple t e  represen ta t ion  i s  descrabed an 
which  t h e  lightang m o d e l  m a k e s  use of mult iple  f ised 
poaiit sources  located at aiifinzty. Me thods  of  es t t inat-  
:ng the  m o d e l  p a r a m e t e r s  are developed and a me thod  
of estamatang the  surface shape qiilen the albedo and  
source dzstnbutzort is presen ted  T h e  shading algo- 
rathm as combzned wath a stereo a lgo i i thm an ail m t e -  
grated approach tha t  2 s  d e ~ a q n e d  t o  hand le  albedo o a n -  
ataons through the  u s e  of color images .  

1 Int,roduction 

This paper is concerned with est,itiiat,iori of t,he light, 
source distributiori and its use in surface shape esti- 
mation by the methods of stereo and shading. 'There 
are inany advantages to col-nbining stereo and sliading 
information in an integrated approach [9,7]. Howiwer, 
shape from shading algorithnis are limited in their ap- 
plicability by the assumption of overly siiiiplistic !iiod- 
els of the light source distribution. 

Several methods have been developed for recovering 
the direction of a single point light source [18,2,13]. 
A method has also been developed for recovering the 
directions of a small number of point. light sources [17]. 
At this date, however, no method exist,s for estimating 
more complex light, source distribut~ions. 

This paper describes a more complete r e p r e " -  
tion of the light source distribut.ion that. makes nse 
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of multiple point sources located at infinity. Methods 
of estimating the parameters are developed and de- 
scribed and a method of estimating the surface shape 
given the source distribution is presented. The shape 
estimation algorithm is based on a new, single source 
algorithm that is an improvement over existing shape 
from shading algorithms. 

The new shape from shading algorithm is combined 
with a stereo depth estimation algorithm to form an 
integrated approach. The competing requirements of 
shading and stereo lead to a combined approach that 
involves image segmentation and albedo estimation. 
Color images are used to facilitate the albedo estima- 
tion process. This approach has recently been used by 
Hougen and Ahuja [7] and Funt et a1 [4]. 

2 Source distribution from shading 

The rnrthod descrihed in this section is designed to 
address the problem of complex lighting. However, it 
is still necessary to make several assumptions. It is as- 
sumed that all sources are located at  infinity. Surface 
patches are assumed not to shadow each other. The 
problem of intereflections is not handled. This limita- 
tion can be partially overcome by using the method of 
Nayar, Ikeuchi and Kanade [ll]. Finally, this method 
works better if the reflectance function is not highly 
specular. 

Beyond the assumptions stated above, the valid- 
ity of the derivation depends only upon the fact that 
the luminance appears as a multiplicative constant in 
the reflectance function. It is a consequence of basic 
electroniagnetic theory [lo] that this assumption holds 
for all reflectance functions corresponding to real ob- 
jects o r  scenes. Examples are provided by the models 
of Beckinanii and Spizzichino, Torrance and Sparrow, 
Healey [SI, Wolff [16], and Nayar et a1 [12]. 

For a surface region illuminated by a continuous 
light source located at  infinity, the total image irradi- 
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,mce is 

E ( z ,  Y) = P(Z, Y) R(?4xc,  Y), 1(@))dR 

,where p is the albedo, R is the reflectance map written 
as a function of the normal, n, and the incident light 
source distribution function, I ,  the angular position 
parameters are represented by 8 and the integral is 
1;aken over the sphere of possible incident directions. 

The light source distribution function may be ap- 
proximated by a set of m distinct light source vec- 
tors, I I ,  I 2 ,  . . . , I ,  where 1, is an average value of 1 ( @ )  
over a neighborhood of 19,. Each source vector may 
be written 1, = A,i ,  where Z, is a unit vector point- 
i.ng in the same direction as I ,  and A, is the intensity 
of the sth source. Now define the int,ensity indepen- 
dent reflectance function, R ,  by, R ( n ,  I )  = Ak(n, i). 
This definition is possible because A is guaranteed, to 
appear as a multiplicative constant in R. Let 15 be 
measured at  IC image points. If a term representing 
the contribution of ambient light is included, the re- 
riulting image irradiance equation is, for j = 1 , .  . . , IC, 

m 
E' .  j - - Pj(Ao-fi0 + x ~ s f i ( ~ ~ , j , i , ) )  

S=l 

This is a set of linear equations for Xo, .  . . A,. If 
k 2 m + 1 and the equations are linearly indepen- 
dent, a unique solution exists to the corresponding 
least squares problem. In order t o  use this set of equa- 
t,ions, the albedo and surface orientation must be given 
for at least m points. Here, an initial estimate of the 
siurface is given by stereo and the albedo is estimated 
by the method explained in section 8. In addition, the 
unit source vectors, 1 1 ,  . . . , I , ,  must he known. For- 
t,unately, it is not necessary to solve for the positions 
of the unit source vectors. In fact, the positions of 
the unit source vectors may be chosen by any suitable 
method before the computation begins. 

The accuracy of the above method of approximat- 
ing the source distribution is limited by the number of 
sources used in the representation. If the reflectance 
function is highly sensitive to the incident direction 
the estimate will only be accurate if tjhe space of pos- 
sible source directions is densely sampled. However. 
in the presence of noisy surface estimates, t,he num- 
her of parameters in the model must be kept small to 
alvoid overfitting problems. Therefore, this approach 
is better suited to nearly diffuse reflect,ors. 

Z!.l Representation of the distribution 

The choice of unit source vectors serves the same 
purpose in the present case as t,he choice of knot point,s 

serves in the definition of the cubic spline. Just as it 
is convenient in the case of the cubic spline to estab- 
lish equally spaced knot points, in the present case it 
is convenient to establish uniformly distributed unit 
source vectors. The important thing to note is that 
the particular choice of unit source vectors is indepen- 
(lent of the data and may be fixed in advance. 

The unit source vectors may be treated as points 
on a unit sphere. Unfortunately, it is not possible in 
general to uniformly distribute an arbitrary number 
of points on a sphere [3]. In the present implementa- 
tion, points are placed on the hemisphere of directions 
on the camera side of the image plane by an ad hoc 
method that is designed to approximate uniformity. 
A more optimal distribution might be obtained by es- 
timating the probability density of incident radiant 
energy as a function of direction for real scenes and 
distributing the unit source vectors accordingly. 

2.2 Solving for the distribution 

For the solution to the multisource equations to 
be physically meaningful, the intensity of every light 
source including the ambient source must be nonnega- 
tive. More precisely, the following relations must hold, 
0 5 A,, s =: 0, . . . , m. This section explores the effects 
of these constraints on the solution. 

If the only concern is the recovery of surface shape, 
it is possible to ignore the nonnegativity constraints. 
In this case the sources are called virtual sources and 
can be either positive or negative. Clearly, negative 
sources are not realizable. However, the use of virtual 
sources has the advantage that the solution can be 
found by ordinary methods of linear least squares. 

If the nonnegativity constraints are enforced, the 
problem becomes an instance of the problem of non- 
uegative linear least squares [8]. Because the error sur- 
face contains no local minima, the unique global min- 
imum is always found. This fact may be established 
by observing the convexity of the objective function 
and the convexity of the constraints. In this case the 
solution is constrained to lie in the positive hypercone. 

Other methods of solving the multiple source e q u a  
tions involve letting some, but not all, of the coeffi- 
cients be negative. In particular, it is sometimes con- 
venient to let the ambient term be unconstrained. The 
ambient term acts to compensate real ambient light 
and also to adjust for a voltage gain cutoff in the dig- 
itization process. The effect of a voltage cutoff is to 
reduce the brightness of every pixel by a fixed amount. 
Allowing the ambient term to be negative allows this 
effect to be modelled. 

To solve the source equations when some but not all 
of the variables in the model are constrained it is pos- 
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sible to use techniques for least squares with inequality 
constraints or least squares with bounded variables IS]. 
In the present case the ambient term is bouiided by 
the maximum brightness so the problem can be solved 
by adding a negative constant to the hright,ness. 

3 Shape from shading algorithm 

This section describes a shape from shading algo- 
rithm that is based on the direct height froni shading 
method of Leclerc and Bobick [9] but which incorpo- 
rates the derivative calculations based on offset grids 
given in Horn [6]. The result,ing hybrid method has 
been found to perform better than either foregoing 
method and can be easily converted into a multiple 
light source method as is done in the next section. 

In the direct height from shading method of Leclerc 
and Bobick the surface height (or depth) is represented 
as a discrete array { z , ~ }  and the objective function to 
be minimized is given by 

where E is the image irradiance, R is the reflectance 
function. p , q ,  U and ‘U are the symmetric first and 
second finite difference approximat ions to the corre- 
sponding derivatives, z,, ty , :,, and zyy, and 7 is a 
weight that is gradually reduced to zero as if i t  were 
a continuation parameter . 

The above formulation lends itself to efficient nu- 
merical solutions using the conjugate gradient algo- 
rithm as has been confirmed in our laboratory. In 
addition, it has been found to  be very stable in com- 
parison with algorithm of Horn which seems sensitive 
to image noise and errors in the light source direction. 
Unfortunately, the particular choice of derivative ap- 
proximations leads to unnecessarily large errors in the 
final surface estimate. These errors result from the 
use of the symmetric finite differeiice approximat ion 
to the first derivative. 

The symmetric first finite difference does not con- 
tain information about the relative heights of adjacent 
grid elements. In one dimension, this results in two in- 
dependent chains of height estimates that do not coni- 
municate with each other. In two dimensions, there 
are four independent sets of estimates arranged in dis- 
connected grids. The smoothing term does contain 
information about the relationships between adjacent 
pixels so that when the smoothing parameter is large, 
the method works reasonably well. However, as the 
smoothing term approaches zero a pattern of alter- 
nating dark and light colored pixels, a “checkerboard” 
pattern, emerges in the reconstructed image. Even 

for relatively large values of the smoothing parame- 
ter, ridges may develop in the depth map. 

To avoid the difficulties associated with symmetric 
differences mentioned above, the derivative approxi- 
mations of Horn [6], based on staggered grids, are used 
here. The quantities p i j ,  q j j  and Ei, are defined on a 
grid that) is aligned with the input image. The quan- 
tities r ; j ,  u , j  and U ; ,  are defined on a grid that is one 
row and one column larger than the input image and 
offset by one half pixel. In this case, the definitions of 
the derivatives are, 

1 
P” s j  - - - 2 (  = i + l , j + l  + Z i + l , j  - z i , j + l  - z i , j )  

1 

1 

1 
2 

q i j  = ? ( ” i + l . j + l  - z i + l , j  + ti,j+l - z i , j )  

aJ - 2 ( ~ i , j  + P i , j - 1  - ~ i - l , j  - P i - ~ , j - l )  

‘U’ .  z j  - - - ( q i , j  - q i , j - l  + q i - 1 , j  - q i - 1 , j - 1 )  

U - .  - - 

Note that because the smoothing term was never a 
problem. i t  is still possible to use the definitions of U 
and w given by Leclerc and Bobick. The gradient of 
t.he object.ive function is given by 

where Ri, is an abbreviation for R(pi,, qi,) and the 
sum is from ( i  - l , j  - 1) to ( i , j ) .  Evaluation of 
the partial derivatives of the reflectance function is 
straightforward. 

The shape from shading method described in this 
section has been found to be faster and more reliable 
than the method of Horn and more accurate than the 
method of Leclerc and Bobick, requiring only two or 
three iterations to reduce y to its minimum value. 

4 Multisource shape from shading 

It is a relatively simple matter to extend the single 
source shape from shading algorithm to the multiple 
source case. To simplify the following expressions, the 
multisource reflectance function RM is defined by, 

m 

RE = X O R ~ O  + X , R i , j , ,  
S=l 

where kif , ,  is shortened notation for R(p, ,  , q,, , j 5 ) .  
Combining the multisource image irradiance equation 
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with the smoothing term given in the previous section 
leads to the following multisource ob,jective function, 

i j  

Computing the gradient of this new objective function 
yields the following expression, 

where t.he sum is from ( i  - l , j  - 1) t o  ( i , j )  and the 
derivative of the multisource reflectance function is 
given by 

The derivatives of the reflectance firtictioil and the 
smoothing term are easily comput,ed. 

In order to obtain the surface sliape, the multi- 
source objective function is minimized using a con- 
jugate gradient algorithm as was done in the single 
source case. 

6 Integration of stereo and shading 

The methods of stereo and shape froin shading nat- 
u.rally complement each other and there are several 
advantages to combining them [1,9,7]. First, an in- 
tegrated system can operate under a wider range of 
conditions than either method used alone. Stereo can 
operate in highly textured regions but not in feature- 
less regions. Shape from shading can operate in f e a  
tureless regions but not highly textured regions. In 
addition, the stereo depth estimate can be used to 
calculate the light source distribution, the initial con- 
ditions and boundary conditions needed by the shape 
from shading algorithm. Also, because the accuracy of 
stereo methods decrease with the square of depth [14] 
and shape from shading is locally more accurate than 
stereo, the integrated approach provides more detailed 
rcsults than could be provided by stereo alone. 

In order to use existing shape from shading meth- 
ods, an image of a scene with albedo variations must 
first be segmented into regions of uniform reflectiv- 
ihy. Color images are used to facilitate the segmenta- 
tion process because abrupt changes in color are more 
likdy to correspond to albedo changes t,han a.re a.brupt 

I I 

4 Surface Shape 

Figure 1: IMa flow diagram for the integrated system. 
The &ere0 module computes depth directly from the 
input images and the segmentation module segments 
one of them. The segmentation is used in the com- 
putation of the reflectivity coefficients which are used 
along with the stereo depth estimate by the source es- 
timation module. The output of every module is used 
by the shape from shading module in the final shape 
estimation. 

changes in gray level. It is important to avoid detect- 
ing edges that correspond to changes in surface ori- 
entation because the edges will later be used in the 
estimation of the reflectivity coefficients. 

The integrated system is composed of five main 
parts (a9 shown in figure 1): (1) A stereo module 
that provides an initial depth estimate. (2) A seg- 
mentation module that segments one of the images 
into regions of uniform color. (3) An albedo module 
that estimates the reflectivity coefficients of the vari- 
ous regions:. (4) A source module that uses the stereo 
depth estimate and the reflectivity map in the estima- 
tion of the source distribution. And (5) a shape from 
shading module that uses the initial depth estimate 
provided by the stereo module, the reflectivity map, 
and the source distribution in the estimation of the 
final surface shape. 

6 Stereo module 

In an integrated system, other modules must be 
considered in the choice of a stereo algorithm. In 
the present approach, the source estimation module 
requires the surface orientation for a wide range of 
values. If a feature matching algorithm is used, inter- 
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polation of the isolated depth points must be done in 
order to estimate the surface orientation. For simplic- 
ity, an area-comparison based algorithm is used here. 
Keeping each module of the integrated system simple 
has the virtue of making modifications to the system 
easier. However, since depth map accuracy affects the 
quality of the source estimate, it should also be con- 
sidered 

7 Segmentation module 

As in the case df the stereo module, the results of 
the segmentation module will be used throughout the 
integrated system. In this work, a segmentation algo- 
rithm based on minimal spanning t.rees, is used. Mini- 
mal spanning trees were previously used for segment+ 
tion by Suk and Cho[l5]. Here the interpixel distance 
is defined to be the length of the vector in  color space 
from one normalized color vector to the ot,her. More 
precisely, let c, and cj be the color vect,ors associated 
with two pixels. Then the edge length, e ,  is defined 
to be e = Ici/lclI - c j / l c j l l .  This distance function 
is intensity independent and works well in practice. 
Additional algorithm details are given in  [7]. 

8 Albedo module 

’Two methods of estimating the reflectivity coeffi- 
cieiits are summarized here. The first method involves 
the minimization of afunctional defined on each region 
of the segmented image and is referred to as the region 
based method. The second method involves compar- 
ing neighboring points along the boundaries bet,ween 
different regions and is referred to as the boundary 
based method. 

8.1 Region based method 

Consider minimizing the following functional with 
respect to the color vectors associakc1 with ea.ch region 

m .IJ ( E ( 2 ,  y ) - c ( (z ( 2, y ) ) R’ ( 71. ( c , y ) , 1  i ) ) L! dxdy  
i = l  

where c(a(x ,  y)) is the color of region Q and I?’ is the 
albedo independent reflectance function. The above 
functional may bc minimized separately for eacli re- 
gion of constant color. Also, because the color vector, 
C(Q) is independent of the image coordinates in each 
region, t.he equation may he rearmnged and solved for 
each color vector. Let 0, he t h p  ot#h region. The 
solution is, 

An est,iniate of the normal to the surface can be ob- 
tained from the initial surface estimate provided by 
stereo. The main drawback of this approach is that 
the light source distribution must be known to esti- 
mate t h c b  albedo. 

8.2 Boundary based method 

The albedo of each image point depends upon the 
reflectivity of the material and the surface orientation 
at that point. If it is assumed that the surface ori- 
entation varies slowly at every color region boundary, 
then the ratio of the albedo of one region to that of 
another is proportional to the ratio of gray levels of 
neighboring points on opposite sides of a boundary. 

Given N regions, rr,l = 1,.  . . , N ,  let p j  be the 
albedo of region r j  and P k  be the albedo of region 
l ’ k .  Let ( E j k i ,  E k j i )  be the ith pair of pixel intensities 
drawn from regions r j  and l ‘k ,  respectively, and define 
the albedo ratio statistic, P j k ,  by 

Define &jk = xz: E j k ,  to be the sum of the 
pixel intensities along one side of a boundary seg- 
ment. Then the albedo ratios may be written = 
p j / p ~ :  = & j k / E k j .  ‘rhis is a set of linear equations 
for the albedos as is easy to see upon rearrangement, 
f k j p j  = f j k f k .  This System Of equations can be 
simplified by not,icing that they may be combined to 
yield equations of the following form Ej ,  j#k &jp j  = 
(E,, j f k  f j ~ )  P k .  In words, these equations state that 
the weighted sum of the irradiance along the interior 
boundary of a region where the weights are the albe- 
dos of the adjoining regions is equal to the sum of the 
irradiance along the exterior bound_ary multiplied by 
t,he albedo of the given region. Let &k = C j ,  j # k  € j b .  

Then the matrix F may be defined 

f 1 2  E13 ’ ‘ .  
F = [  &21 : -&22 c 2 3  . . . 

 EN^ f N 2  ‘ . .  € N , N - ~  -E” 
Finally, the equations may be written, Fp’= 0 which 
is a linear, homogeneous system. An additional 
constraint is required to  obtain meaningful results. 
Presently, the equations are solved by setting the 
albedo of the brightest region equal to one and solv- 
ing the remaining inhomogeneous system by a least 
squares method. 
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9 Experimental results 

Three types of experiments were performed to de- 
termine the performance of the multiple source and 
shape from shading algorithms. The results are sum- 
marized below. 

!3.1 Source estimation tests 

The algorithms for estimating the source distribu- 
tion were tested on a large number of synthetic im- 
ages and the results were compared with the results 
obtained from the single source estimation algorithm 
of Brooks and Horn [2]. 

The depth maps and images were constructed by 
i t  two step procedure: (1)  Two depth map types 
were defined by the equations, 2 = .4cos(l71.), and 
z = Brcos(xqaw/2) where r = &- and cy = 
irrctan(y/z) and A , B , q  and w are constants. These 
map types contain a wide range of surface slopes 
itnd avoid depth discontinuity problems. (2) The 
depth map was illuminated by a random collection of 
light source vectors including an ambient term. Ten 
:LOO x 100 images of each depth map type were gen- 
erated using 1 , 3 , 9 , 2 7  and 81 light sources and two 
values of the ambient term for a total of 200 test iin- 
ages. 

Both the virtual and positive light source algo- 
rithms were tested using 5, 9, and 17 sources aiid 
sometimes an ambient term. The tests were conducted 
as follows: (1) For each test condition, the source algo- 
rithm was applied to the test depth maps and iiiiages 
( 2 )  The resulting source distribution was used to con- 
struct a new image. (3) The root mean squared (RMS) 
difference between the original and reconstructed im- 
ages was computed. I n  total, 2600 tests were per- 
for med. 

Figure 2 siimnia.rizt-s some of t,he rcsults for the first 

type of surface using 17 model sources and no ainbi- 
cnt, tcrm. The average ItMS error is plot8ted versus tlic 
number of light sources in the test dist~ribut~ion. Re- 
sults for the single light source program and various 
versions of the multiple source program are shown. 

Several conclusions may be drawn from the com- 
plete battery of tests. The multiple source methods 
almost always perform better than t.he single source 
method except in the case of one test, source. In- 
crmsing the numher of model sources or inclnding 
a n  ambient term increases performance. l'lie vir- 
tual soiirce method performs better tha.n the positivc 
mnrce niethod. As the scene complexity increases. tlic 
ad vantage of using multiple source met hods inc rea.ses. 

Evidently. the hardest distribut<ions to fit are those 
wit,h several distinct light, sources. A s  the nuniber of' 

i I/ 
10.0 

I 
Om!- 3 O 27 ai 

mubrr O f  L l g h t  SOUCU. U8.d t O  U n O r A t S  TO& I U p S  

Figure 2: Performance of source distribution a lge  
rithms on surface type 1 using 17 model sources. 

t,est sources increases, each light source becomes less 
distinct and the distribution becomes more uniform. 
This explains the decrease in variance and improve- 
ment in performance of all methods as the number of 
test sources becomes large. 

9.2 Shape estimation tests 

The single source and multisource shape from shad- 
ing algorit,lims were compared OII several 100 x 100 
synthetic images generated from the depth map z = 
'4 cos(t-]r) using 1,8 and 64 light sources. 

The source was computed as in the previous section 
using the ;positive and virtual source methods with 9 
and 17 sources and, in some cases, an ambient term. 
The met>hcid of Brooks and Horn [2] was also used. The 
shape from shading program for each source type was 
applied to  each image to arrive at  a new depth map. 
In each case, t,he resulting depth map was compared 
with the original and the mean error percent, cp = 
; z i j ( z i j  - z;j ) ' /Eci j  z:j uas computed. In total, 19 
tests were performed. 

Figure .3 summarizes the results for the first type 
of surface using 17 model sources. The average per- 
centage error in height is plotted versus the number of 
light sources in the test distribution. Results for the 
single source, shape from shading program and vari- 
ous versions of the multiple source, shape from shad- 
ing program are shown i n  each case. The data show 
several things. The multiple source methods generally 
performed better than the single source method on im- 
ages that were generated with many sources but not 
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Figure 3. Performance of the shape from shading al- 
gorithms on surface type l using 17 model sources. 

as well on images generated with a single source. Tlie 
performance of the multiple source methods increased 
as the number of model sources increased. There was  
no consistent difference in the performance of the vir- 
tual and positive source methods. 

9.3 Integrated estimation tests 

The integrated shape recovery system was tested 
on a stereo pair of images acquired in the laboratory. 
One view of a rectangular solid viewed from the edge is 
shown at the top of figure 4. The surface of the solid is 
covered with a crenulated, colored material. The ma- 
terial has no surface texture other than that caused 
by shaded undulations. The two vertical bands ap- 
pearing near the edges are blue and rest of the surface 
is white or cream colored. The scene is illuminated 
by ordinary ceiling lights which are an array of diffuse 
rectangular illumination sources. 

The source distribution was  modelled by 17 sources 
plus an ambient term. The solution w a s  found by the 
positive source method. The depth map produced 
by stereo is shown in the upper graph of figure 5. 
Although this result is globally quite accurate, the 
surface detail is not accurate. Tlie lower picture in 
figure 4 shows the shaded depth map after applying 
the shape estimation program to the output of the 
stereo program. The lower graph in figure 5 is the 
corresponding depth map showing iiiiprovement in the 
sharpness of the corner. 

Figure 4: Performance of the integrated stereo and 
shape from shading system on an image of a box. The 
original image and final result are shown. 

10 Conclusions 

The primary result of this paper is a method of ap- 
proxiniating and using complex light source distribu- 
tions in an integrated approach that combines stereo 
and shading information. The combined approach is 
applicable to a wider range of scenes and is more ac- 
curate tlian either method used alone. A method of 
estimating the reflectivity parameters using color im- 
ages has also been incorporated. 
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Figure 5: Performance of the integrated stereo and 
shape from shading system on an image of a box. The 
depth map produced by stereo and the final result are 
shown. 
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